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over 1500 amazing fun facts based on studies with many spectacular illustrations get your kids off the screen and have hours of family fun with entertaining facts did you know a
crazy thing you can make with a grapefruit that most people don t know or did you know there s an over 400 mph storm somewhere from space to dinosaurs animals cars plants
sports food history even toilets this book covers 55 chapters full of fun facts about almost everything why this book is a great gift for kids and for you only by reading this 1
book your kids and you will have 1500 fun facts to share everyday kids can keep reading with illustrations and 1 2 summarized short sentences makes your kid the smartest in the
classroom by growing valuable life skills like reading memory retention critical thinking through having fun with challenging yet amazing facts no more running out of things to say
during school or family hours build social skills by sharing and talking about the facts here s a sneak peak of what you ll find in this book a vehicle that can outpower 64 elephants
3 airplanes that can appear from anywhere in the ocean but how poisons in nature you want to avoid the nature s roar you can hear a town away a turkey guy in the old past who
tried to fly the sky with a reckless method hotels of the world built in peculiar locations you won t imagine a marvel of india s megacities lunch boxes yuck yet interesting facts
about toilets and microbes you can t stop reading the danger that about 1 in 20 people could face anytime the outcome of 25 million lightning strikes each year why we must thank
hummingbirds bees and butterflies a peculiar thing the cia tried to use for spying which is more likely becoming a jaws actor or being attacked by a real shark with the depth and
breadth of the encyclopedia there s no more friends or kids reactions of i already know that or i m not interested start telling these fascinating facts to your classmates or family
with confidence to get their reaction and before you know it you will be the most fun and interesting person everybody wants to talk to so what are you waiting for click buy
botton at the top of the page today get this captivating factopia book and start reading the amazing facts with your kids and friends where can you find a waterfall that flows
upward what do the numbers on your social security card mean find out in this entertaining collection of provocative facts on everything from higher mathematics to hot dogs 300
photos and illustrations did you know that if you lift a kangaroo s tail off the ground it can t hop did you know that cows have accent did you know the u s almost went to war
with canada over a pig in this book within just a few pages you re going to learn more than you learnt from all your teachers combined this book is full of incredible hilarious and
amazing things that you ve never heard of before and your friends haven t either by showing what you ll learn in this book you can actually wow your friends and they ll start
asking you wow really can you tell me more about that or even you are a genius how did you know that no more feeling lost for words because you ve got the perfect ice breaker
this book can literally become your secret weapon in any conversation you can learn interesting facts about many topics for example countries celebrities movie stars human body
science economics space movies animals and more lots more so let s delve into the world of the amazing and fascinating facts right now as the title suggests the big book of
fascinating facts contains a huge list of unbelievable and interesting facts about the world that we live in the facts range from the craziest events to the funniest people the big
book of fascinating facts is packed with interesting entertaining educational and fun things to read you ll get everything from the weird to the wonderful and from the horrible to the
hilarious facts such as elephants live in matriarchal societies with a dominant female leading a group of related females and their offspring hilton head island was one of the first
communities in the united states to embrace a comprehensive bike path system as the title suggests the huge book of fascinating facts contains a huge list of fascinating and
interesting facts about the world that we live in the facts range from the craziest events to the funniest people the huge book of fascinating facts is packed with interesting
entertaining educational and fun things to read you ll get everything from the weird to the wonderful and from the horrible to the hilarious facts such as the ipiutak people were
skilled hunters and gatherers relying on marine resources such as seals walruses and fish african penguins have a lifespan of about 10 15 years in the wild although some individuals
have been known to live into their 20s did you know that we were liars is a suspense story about four close friends three of these friends are cousins and one is an outsider or did
you know that we were liars is set on a private island where the characters develop both romantic relationships and intense friendships what are the amazing facts of we were liars
by e lockhart do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the book then this will be a must read delight for you collected for readers
everywhere are 101 book facts about the book author that are fun down to earth and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through the book tips tricks to
enhance reading experience enter g whiz after your favorite title to see if publication exists ie we were liars g whiz enter g whiz 101 to search for entire catalogue tell us what title
you want next combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of contributors get ready for fun down to earth and amazing facts that
keep you laughing learning g whiz disclaimer this work is a derivative work not to be confused with the original title it is a collection of facts from reputable sources generally
known to the public with source urls for further reading and enjoyment it is unofficial and unaffiliated with respective parties of the original title in any way due to the nature of
research no content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a 100 satisfaction guarantee or your money back paul
williams personal collection of interesting facts puzzles and conundrums will fascinate all ages it is divided into five sections according to the reader s likely ease or familiarity
with the concepts and processes involved from easy through moderate and tricky to difficult and fiendish the world is a fascinating place and it s full of weird and interesting facts
that you might have never realized were true did you know that there is a small town in brazil called novia do cardeiro occupied by more than 600 women with no men in 2019 a goat
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was elected as the first pet mayor of the a vermount town of fair haven the flame of peace in japan has been burning since august 1st 1960 of course these are all fascinating and
interesting facts but is more fascinating about these facts are the truths that form them it is these questions and more that the book is ready to answer click on buy now and join me
on this adventure finalist from 2017 the wishing shelf book awards my aim was to create a compilation of facts suitable for children this book will entice them into reading and
learning new stuff while having fun i created the popular trivia website raiseyourbrain and wrote two trivia books so far as i was new to writing for kids my son pavel aged 8 helped
me very much he reads a lot and really loves learning new things every day pavel proudly illustrated the book and helped me to handpick and order the facts the book contains 600
pieces of trivia and is covering topics that kids love cute animals and human body the lack of explicit sexuality foul language or gore makes it a good read for anyone in the age
range 8 18 years and their parents too a life hack if your child is not an avid reader when you are preparing his her lunch box slip inside a couple of those facts you could print out
three facts every day to create some lunchtime fun for your kids and provoke their intellectual curiosity did you know the oceans contain enough salt to cover all the continents
to a depth of nearly 500 feet an elephant s trunk has no bones but 40 000 muscles a comet s tail always points away from the sun honey is the only food that will never spoil
these and many such informative and fascinating facts fill up the pages of terry o brien s fun facts nature the book covers a wide range of information related to nature and its many
mysteries which is presented lucidly in order to make learning a fun exercise for children with edutainment as its motto this collection hopes to lay the foundation for creativity
problem solving and the quest for knowledge in the minds of young readers full of fascinating trivia fun facts nature promises to take the reader on a wonderful journey into the
mysterious world of nature easy to understand and simple to use these books are designed to simultaneously entertain and educate the young reader handy and informative the fun
facts series are of particular interest to those interested in quizzing fun and engaging the fun facts series will delight readers of all ages brings history to life with stories from the
dawn of history to the 1990s features topics for papers or discussion and bulletin board ideas did you know it rains diamonds on the planet uranus did you know mosquitoes don t
just bite you and suck your blood they urinate on you before flying off did you know the reason lego heads have holes in them is so filled with up to date information color photos
fascinating fun facts this book all about new jersey 100 amazing facts with pictures is the best book for kids to find out more about the garden state this book would satisfy the
children s curiosity and help them to understand why new jersey is special and what makes it different from other states this book gives a story history the state symbols how nj got
her name why it is called garden state why nj attracts millions of visitors every year explores the most interesting and amazing fun facts about new jersey it s a fun and fascinating
way for young readers to find out more interesting and fun facts this is a great chance for every kid to expand their knowledge about the most populous state of the us and impress
family and friends with all discovered and never known before amazing fun facts check out our other kid s book series 1 16 dolphin facts whale facts penguin facts shark facts
kangaroo facts all about arizona all about california all about new york and many more fun and fascinating facts and pictures about horses as the title suggests the giant book
of fascinating facts contains a huge list of fascinating and interesting facts about the world that we live in the facts range from the craziest events to the funniest people the
giant book of fascinating facts is packed with interesting entertaining educational and fun things to read you ll get everything from the weird to the wonderful and from the horrible
to the hilarious facts such as octopuses have a complex mating system with some species engaging in multiple matings and others exhibiting long term monogamous relationships
hearst castle is a national historic landmark and a california historical landmark hello my name is cavy it s pronounced cah vee it s short for cavia porcellus it s a pretty long
name that s my scientific name but i prefer to be called cavy i m a guinea pig but i m not a pig actually i m a rodent a rodent is an animal that nibbles a lot look at my teeth they don t
stop growing that s why i need to keep chewing to wear them down and then they grow again so i need to chew again that s how it goes grow chew grow chew it never ends yak fun
and fascinating facts and photos about these amazing unique animals for kids filled with up to date information color photos fascinating fun facts this book all about australia
100 fascinating fun facts trivia is the best book for kids as well the entire family to find out more about the world s biggest island but the smallest continent this book would
satisfy the children s curiosity and help them to understand why australia is special and what makes it different from other countries this book gives a story history the official
symbols how australia got her name people places and many more it is a fun way for young readers to find out more interesting and fun facts about oceania this is a great chance for
every kid as well as the entire family to expand their knowledge about one of the best educated and wealthiest nations and impress their friends with all discovered and never knew
before amazing and interesting fun facts filled with up to date information fascinating fun facts this book all about france 100 amazing interesting facts that everyone should know
is the best book for kids to find out more about the largest country in the european union this book would satisfy the children s curiosity and help them to understand why france is
a bucket list trip for many and what makes it different from other european nations this book gives a story history explores the country s best cuisine architecture fashion art
language people places and many more it is a fun and fascinating way for young readers to find out more interesting facts this is a great chance for every kid to expand their
knowledge about france and impress family and friends with all discovered and never knew before amazing facts a collection of facts on every imaginable subject for trivia buffs and
information addicts as the title suggests the huge book of amazing facts contains a huge list of fascinating and amazing facts about the world that we live in the facts range from
the craziest events to the funniest people the huge book of amazing facts is packed with interesting entertaining educational and fun things to read you ll get everything from the
weird to the wonderful and from the horrible to the hilarious facts such as allis shad are an important species ecologically as they provide a food source for other predators
including birds and larger fish leffingwell camp site is located in the arctic region of alaska specifically on the arctic ocean coast of alaska s north slope in this book you re going
to learn more than you learnt from all your high school teachers combined it s full of interesting information that you can whip out in any conversation you ll never be lost for
words and always have the perfect ice breaker you do not have to worry about boredom with the facts between the covers of this book you will entertain everyone from kids to
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adults who might be surprised to learn something new you know latter day saints don t have horns but do you know how that rumor got started do you know which country s
population has the highest percentage of latter day saints and did you know that president monson didn t like pizza no matter how well you know your religion you re bound to find
some surprising trivia about latter day saints in this fun collection of fascinating facts want to know which nation is ruled by a dentist turned dictator where to find taxis shaped
like coconuts and who watches competitive cockroach racing from countries food and folklore to sports flags animals and more these weird and wonderful facts from around the
world will boggle your mind did you know that lance weller came up with the characters before the story itself or did you know that the main character remained nameless for the
first few drafts what are the amazing facts of wilderness by lance weller do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the book then this will be
a must read delight for you collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book author that are fun down to earth and amazingly true to keep you laughing and
learning as you read through the book tips tricks to enhance reading experience enter g whiz after your favorite title to see if publication exists ie harry potter g whiz enter g whiz
101 to search for entire catalogue tell us what title you want next combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of contributors
get ready for fun down to earth and amazing facts that keep you laughing learning g whiz disclaimer this work is a derivative work not to be confused with the original title it is a
collection of facts from reputable sources generally known to the public with source urls for further reading and enjoyment it is unofficial and unaffiliated with respective parties
of the original title in any way due to the nature of research no content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a
100 satisfaction guarantee or your money back surprising and shocking fun facts the treasure book of amazing trivia this book will keep you entertained you will discover fun and
interesting facts you probably never knew existed if you ve ever shivered at the idea of eating tarantulas or wondered why medieval kings have such odd nicknames you ll enjoy a trip
around the world of weird facts with this fascinating book from weird food to odd funeral customs from explorers who got lost to misleading translations the book contains
hundreds of intriguing trivia facts maybe you want to impress your friends with a wealth of trivia or maybe you re just fascinated by strange customs and odd traditions this isn t
just a round up of odd facts it s a treasury of enjoyable stories some with a humorous turn or a twist in the tale you ll be disgusted by some of the weird foods covered in the book
amused by mark thatcher lost in the sahara captivated by the attempt to conquer the north pole by balloon and amazed by the way some filipinos take their dead relatives out for a
walk we also introduce you to columbus the biggest failure ever and the wonderfully named ivailo the cabbage king of bulgaria you may not be able to get a degree in geography or
history with these fun facts degree courses would be a lot more fun if you could but this book will take you on a trip around the world and through the centuries that is
enthralling and never ever dull this book is full of fun and interesting facts and trivia join us on a fascinating trip as we reveal the little known facts about the world s most
unknown creatures awesome images and intriguing information for everyone who enjoys learning about the earth s natural wonders this book is packed with astounding findings that
will drop your jaw and pique your curiosity in the marvels of the planet from the species that appear like newborns their entire lives to the ones that can live forever amazingly
bright creatures introduce you to species you didn t know exist and show you how they live their best lives while you barely ever see them they are present in the water on land and
in the ocean fortunately you have found the package that will introduce you to these unique species on earth see the finest of the greatest for yourself you may have a lot of
shocks get a copy of amazingly bright creatures right now introduces the readers to dinosaurs wolf fun and fascinating facts and photos about these amazing unique animals for
kids freaks of nature odd crimes shocking deaths devastating disasters blood curdling rites crazy conspiracies much much more gruesome torture devices mass hysteria outbreaks
unbelievable miniatures disturbingly scary clowns outer space mysteries astonishing aphrodisiacs disgusting ancient jobs spooky sports curses world famous penises mail order bride
shockers brutal pope deaths outrageous wedding locales grossest edible animals appalling religious practices flamingo fascinating facts and photos about these amazing unique
animals for kids presents a collection of record setting miscellany including the largest pizza ever baked an egg with nine yolks and the longest duration swim by a woman horses fun
and fascinating facts and photos about these amazing unique animals for kids
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1983

over 1500 amazing fun facts based on studies with many spectacular illustrations get your kids off the screen and have hours of family fun with entertaining facts did you know a
crazy thing you can make with a grapefruit that most people don t know or did you know there s an over 400 mph storm somewhere from space to dinosaurs animals cars plants
sports food history even toilets this book covers 55 chapters full of fun facts about almost everything why this book is a great gift for kids and for you only by reading this 1
book your kids and you will have 1500 fun facts to share everyday kids can keep reading with illustrations and 1 2 summarized short sentences makes your kid the smartest in the
classroom by growing valuable life skills like reading memory retention critical thinking through having fun with challenging yet amazing facts no more running out of things to say
during school or family hours build social skills by sharing and talking about the facts here s a sneak peak of what you ll find in this book a vehicle that can outpower 64 elephants
3 airplanes that can appear from anywhere in the ocean but how poisons in nature you want to avoid the nature s roar you can hear a town away a turkey guy in the old past who
tried to fly the sky with a reckless method hotels of the world built in peculiar locations you won t imagine a marvel of india s megacities lunch boxes yuck yet interesting facts
about toilets and microbes you can t stop reading the danger that about 1 in 20 people could face anytime the outcome of 25 million lightning strikes each year why we must thank
hummingbirds bees and butterflies a peculiar thing the cia tried to use for spying which is more likely becoming a jaws actor or being attacked by a real shark with the depth and
breadth of the encyclopedia there s no more friends or kids reactions of i already know that or i m not interested start telling these fascinating facts to your classmates or family
with confidence to get their reaction and before you know it you will be the most fun and interesting person everybody wants to talk to so what are you waiting for click buy
botton at the top of the page today get this captivating factopia book and start reading the amazing facts with your kids and friends

Super Fun Facts for Amazing Kids

2024-04-20

where can you find a waterfall that flows upward what do the numbers on your social security card mean find out in this entertaining collection of provocative facts on
everything from higher mathematics to hot dogs 300 photos and illustrations

2201 Fascinating Facts

1983

did you know that if you lift a kangaroo s tail off the ground it can t hop did you know that cows have accent did you know the u s almost went to war with canada over a pig in
this book within just a few pages you re going to learn more than you learnt from all your teachers combined this book is full of incredible hilarious and amazing things that you ve
never heard of before and your friends haven t either by showing what you ll learn in this book you can actually wow your friends and they ll start asking you wow really can you
tell me more about that or even you are a genius how did you know that no more feeling lost for words because you ve got the perfect ice breaker this book can literally become
your secret weapon in any conversation you can learn interesting facts about many topics for example countries celebrities movie stars human body science economics space movies
animals and more lots more so let s delve into the world of the amazing and fascinating facts right now

2500 Fascinating Facts

1995

as the title suggests the big book of fascinating facts contains a huge list of unbelievable and interesting facts about the world that we live in the facts range from the craziest
events to the funniest people the big book of fascinating facts is packed with interesting entertaining educational and fun things to read you ll get everything from the weird to the



wonderful and from the horrible to the hilarious facts such as elephants live in matriarchal societies with a dominant female leading a group of related females and their offspring
hilton head island was one of the first communities in the united states to embrace a comprehensive bike path system

The Eye-Opening Facts

2020-03-15

as the title suggests the huge book of fascinating facts contains a huge list of fascinating and interesting facts about the world that we live in the facts range from the craziest
events to the funniest people the huge book of fascinating facts is packed with interesting entertaining educational and fun things to read you ll get everything from the weird to the
wonderful and from the horrible to the hilarious facts such as the ipiutak people were skilled hunters and gatherers relying on marine resources such as seals walruses and fish
african penguins have a lifespan of about 10 15 years in the wild although some individuals have been known to live into their 20s

The Big Book of Fascinating Facts

2023-06-02

did you know that we were liars is a suspense story about four close friends three of these friends are cousins and one is an outsider or did you know that we were liars is set on a
private island where the characters develop both romantic relationships and intense friendships what are the amazing facts of we were liars by e lockhart do you want to know the
golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the book then this will be a must read delight for you collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book
author that are fun down to earth and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through the book tips tricks to enhance reading experience enter g whiz after
your favorite title to see if publication exists ie we were liars g whiz enter g whiz 101 to search for entire catalogue tell us what title you want next combine your favorite titles
to receive bundle coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of contributors get ready for fun down to earth and amazing facts that keep you laughing learning g whiz disclaimer
this work is a derivative work not to be confused with the original title it is a collection of facts from reputable sources generally known to the public with source urls for
further reading and enjoyment it is unofficial and unaffiliated with respective parties of the original title in any way due to the nature of research no content shall be deemed
authoritative nor used for citation purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a 100 satisfaction guarantee or your money back

1500 Fascinating Facts

1988

paul williams personal collection of interesting facts puzzles and conundrums will fascinate all ages it is divided into five sections according to the reader s likely ease or
familiarity with the concepts and processes involved from easy through moderate and tricky to difficult and fiendish

1001 Fascinating Facts

2023-06-10

the world is a fascinating place and it s full of weird and interesting facts that you might have never realized were true did you know that there is a small town in brazil called
novia do cardeiro occupied by more than 600 women with no men in 2019 a goat was elected as the first pet mayor of the a vermount town of fair haven the flame of peace in japan
has been burning since august 1st 1960 of course these are all fascinating and interesting facts but is more fascinating about these facts are the truths that form them it is these
questions and more that the book is ready to answer click on buy now and join me on this adventure



The Huge Book of Fascinating Facts

2014-07-06

finalist from 2017 the wishing shelf book awards my aim was to create a compilation of facts suitable for children this book will entice them into reading and learning new stuff
while having fun i created the popular trivia website raiseyourbrain and wrote two trivia books so far as i was new to writing for kids my son pavel aged 8 helped me very much he
reads a lot and really loves learning new things every day pavel proudly illustrated the book and helped me to handpick and order the facts the book contains 600 pieces of trivia
and is covering topics that kids love cute animals and human body the lack of explicit sexuality foul language or gore makes it a good read for anyone in the age range 8 18 years
and their parents too a life hack if your child is not an avid reader when you are preparing his her lunch box slip inside a couple of those facts you could print out three facts every
day to create some lunchtime fun for your kids and provoke their intellectual curiosity

501 Fascinating Facts

2012

did you know the oceans contain enough salt to cover all the continents to a depth of nearly 500 feet an elephant s trunk has no bones but 40 000 muscles a comet s tail always
points away from the sun honey is the only food that will never spoil these and many such informative and fascinating facts fill up the pages of terry o brien s fun facts nature the
book covers a wide range of information related to nature and its many mysteries which is presented lucidly in order to make learning a fun exercise for children with edutainment as
its motto this collection hopes to lay the foundation for creativity problem solving and the quest for knowledge in the minds of young readers full of fascinating trivia fun facts
nature promises to take the reader on a wonderful journey into the mysterious world of nature easy to understand and simple to use these books are designed to simultaneously
entertain and educate the young reader handy and informative the fun facts series are of particular interest to those interested in quizzing fun and engaging the fun facts series will
delight readers of all ages

We Were Liars - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know

2020-12-05

brings history to life with stories from the dawn of history to the 1990s features topics for papers or discussion and bulletin board ideas

More Mind-bending Puzzles and Fascinating Facts

1980

did you know it rains diamonds on the planet uranus did you know mosquitoes don t just bite you and suck your blood they urinate on you before flying off did you know the reason
lego heads have holes in them is so

Weird But True Fun Facts About Everything That No One Tell You

2017-11-14

filled with up to date information color photos fascinating fun facts this book all about new jersey 100 amazing facts with pictures is the best book for kids to find out more



about the garden state this book would satisfy the children s curiosity and help them to understand why new jersey is special and what makes it different from other states this book
gives a story history the state symbols how nj got her name why it is called garden state why nj attracts millions of visitors every year explores the most interesting and amazing
fun facts about new jersey it s a fun and fascinating way for young readers to find out more interesting and fun facts this is a great chance for every kid to expand their knowledge
about the most populous state of the us and impress family and friends with all discovered and never known before amazing fun facts check out our other kid s book series 1 16
dolphin facts whale facts penguin facts shark facts kangaroo facts all about arizona all about california all about new york and many more

World Book of Interesting Facts

2013-08-19

fun and fascinating facts and pictures about horses

Fascinating Facts for the Whole Family

1992-12-01

as the title suggests the giant book of fascinating facts contains a huge list of fascinating and interesting facts about the world that we live in the facts range from the craziest
events to the funniest people the giant book of fascinating facts is packed with interesting entertaining educational and fun things to read you ll get everything from the weird to the
wonderful and from the horrible to the hilarious facts such as octopuses have a complex mating system with some species engaging in multiple matings and others exhibiting long term
monogamous relationships hearst castle is a national historic landmark and a california historical landmark

Fun Facts

2019-07-26

hello my name is cavy it s pronounced cah vee it s short for cavia porcellus it s a pretty long name that s my scientific name but i prefer to be called cavy i m a guinea pig but i m not
a pig actually i m a rodent a rodent is an animal that nibbles a lot look at my teeth they don t stop growing that s why i need to keep chewing to wear them down and then they
grow again so i need to chew again that s how it goes grow chew grow chew it never ends

Of Many Times and Cultures

2020-01-27

yak fun and fascinating facts and photos about these amazing unique animals for kids

1144 Random, Interesting and Fun Facts You Need To Know - The Knowledge Encyclopedia To Win Trivia

2023-03-18

filled with up to date information color photos fascinating fun facts this book all about australia 100 fascinating fun facts trivia is the best book for kids as well the entire
family to find out more about the world s biggest island but the smallest continent this book would satisfy the children s curiosity and help them to understand why australia is



special and what makes it different from other countries this book gives a story history the official symbols how australia got her name people places and many more it is a fun way
for young readers to find out more interesting and fun facts about oceania this is a great chance for every kid as well as the entire family to expand their knowledge about one of the
best educated and wealthiest nations and impress their friends with all discovered and never knew before amazing and interesting fun facts

All about New Jersey

2023-06-24

filled with up to date information fascinating fun facts this book all about france 100 amazing interesting facts that everyone should know is the best book for kids to find out
more about the largest country in the european union this book would satisfy the children s curiosity and help them to understand why france is a bucket list trip for many and what
makes it different from other european nations this book gives a story history explores the country s best cuisine architecture fashion art language people places and many more it is
a fun and fascinating way for young readers to find out more interesting facts this is a great chance for every kid to expand their knowledge about france and impress family and
friends with all discovered and never knew before amazing facts

Horses - Fun and Fascinating Facts and Pictures About Horses

2023-03-18

a collection of facts on every imaginable subject for trivia buffs and information addicts

The Giant Book of Fascinating Facts

2020-07-11

as the title suggests the huge book of amazing facts contains a huge list of fascinating and amazing facts about the world that we live in the facts range from the craziest events
to the funniest people the huge book of amazing facts is packed with interesting entertaining educational and fun things to read you ll get everything from the weird to the wonderful
and from the horrible to the hilarious facts such as allis shad are an important species ecologically as they provide a food source for other predators including birds and larger fish
leffingwell camp site is located in the arctic region of alaska specifically on the arctic ocean coast of alaska s north slope

Guinea Pig - Fun and Fascinating Facts and Pictures About Guinea Pig

2020-06-15

in this book you re going to learn more than you learnt from all your high school teachers combined it s full of interesting information that you can whip out in any conversation
you ll never be lost for words and always have the perfect ice breaker you do not have to worry about boredom with the facts between the covers of this book you will entertain
everyone from kids to adults who might be surprised to learn something new

Yak

2020-11-17



you know latter day saints don t have horns but do you know how that rumor got started do you know which country s population has the highest percentage of latter day
saints and did you know that president monson didn t like pizza no matter how well you know your religion you re bound to find some surprising trivia about latter day saints in this
fun collection of fascinating facts

All about Australia

1979

want to know which nation is ruled by a dentist turned dictator where to find taxis shaped like coconuts and who watches competitive cockroach racing from countries food and
folklore to sports flags animals and more these weird and wonderful facts from around the world will boggle your mind

All about France

2023-06-12

did you know that lance weller came up with the characters before the story itself or did you know that the main character remained nameless for the first few drafts what are the
amazing facts of wilderness by lance weller do you want to know the golden nuggets of facts readers love if you ve enjoyed the book then this will be a must read delight for you
collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book author that are fun down to earth and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you read through
the book tips tricks to enhance reading experience enter g whiz after your favorite title to see if publication exists ie harry potter g whiz enter g whiz 101 to search for entire
catalogue tell us what title you want next combine your favorite titles to receive bundle coupons submit a review and hop on the wall of contributors get ready for fun down to
earth and amazing facts that keep you laughing learning g whiz disclaimer this work is a derivative work not to be confused with the original title it is a collection of facts from
reputable sources generally known to the public with source urls for further reading and enjoyment it is unofficial and unaffiliated with respective parties of the original title in any
way due to the nature of research no content shall be deemed authoritative nor used for citation purposes refined and tested for quality we provide a 100 satisfaction guarantee
or your money back

More Fascinating Facts

2021-04-12

surprising and shocking fun facts the treasure book of amazing trivia this book will keep you entertained you will discover fun and interesting facts you probably never knew existed
if you ve ever shivered at the idea of eating tarantulas or wondered why medieval kings have such odd nicknames you ll enjoy a trip around the world of weird facts with this
fascinating book from weird food to odd funeral customs from explorers who got lost to misleading translations the book contains hundreds of intriguing trivia facts maybe you
want to impress your friends with a wealth of trivia or maybe you re just fascinated by strange customs and odd traditions this isn t just a round up of odd facts it s a treasury
of enjoyable stories some with a humorous turn or a twist in the tale you ll be disgusted by some of the weird foods covered in the book amused by mark thatcher lost in the sahara
captivated by the attempt to conquer the north pole by balloon and amazed by the way some filipinos take their dead relatives out for a walk we also introduce you to columbus
the biggest failure ever and the wonderfully named ivailo the cabbage king of bulgaria you may not be able to get a degree in geography or history with these fun facts degree courses
would be a lot more fun if you could but this book will take you on a trip around the world and through the centuries that is enthralling and never ever dull this book is full of fun
and interesting facts and trivia



The Huge Book of Amazing Facts
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join us on a fascinating trip as we reveal the little known facts about the world s most unknown creatures awesome images and intriguing information for everyone who enjoys
learning about the earth s natural wonders this book is packed with astounding findings that will drop your jaw and pique your curiosity in the marvels of the planet from the
species that appear like newborns their entire lives to the ones that can live forever amazingly bright creatures introduce you to species you didn t know exist and show you how
they live their best lives while you barely ever see them they are present in the water on land and in the ocean fortunately you have found the package that will introduce you to
these unique species on earth see the finest of the greatest for yourself you may have a lot of shocks get a copy of amazingly bright creatures right now

Fun Fact for Kids
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introduces the readers to dinosaurs

250 Fascinating Facts about Latter-day Saints

2018

wolf fun and fascinating facts and photos about these amazing unique animals for kids

The Big World of Fun Facts
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freaks of nature odd crimes shocking deaths devastating disasters blood curdling rites crazy conspiracies much much more gruesome torture devices mass hysteria outbreaks
unbelievable miniatures disturbingly scary clowns outer space mysteries astonishing aphrodisiacs disgusting ancient jobs spooky sports curses world famous penises mail order bride
shockers brutal pope deaths outrageous wedding locales grossest edible animals appalling religious practices

Wildlife Quiz and Amazing Facts
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flamingo fascinating facts and photos about these amazing unique animals for kids

Wilderness - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know

2023-03-14

presents a collection of record setting miscellany including the largest pizza ever baked an egg with nine yolks and the longest duration swim by a woman



Surprising and Shocking Fun Facts: The Treasure Book of Amazing Trivia
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horses fun and fascinating facts and photos about these amazing unique animals for kids

Amazingly Bright Creatures
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10 Fascinating Facts about Dinosaurs
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Wolf
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Listverse.com's Ultimate Book of Bizarre Lists
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Flamingo
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Guinness Book of Daring Deeds and Fascinating Facts

Horses: Fun and Fascinating Facts and Photos about These Amazing and Unique Animals for Kids
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